
1970s, we designed our first dual-camera SPECT system
with the capability to use transmission imaging for body
contour determination (1). We and other groups have used
SPEC!' systems to acquire gamma ray transmission com
puted tomographic(TCF) data (2â€”10).Results from previ
ous studies using attenuation informationhave shown im
proved image quality with nonuniform attenuation
compensation compared with uniform compensation (3â€”
15). This improvement motivated us to investigate meth
ods of obtainingattenuationmaps using transmissioncom
puted tomography.To obtain these maps we designed and
built transmission data acquisition systems for a three
headed SPECF camera (Trionix Research Laboratories,
Inc., Twinsburg, OH). These systems provide the capabil
ity to reconstruct the three-dimensional patient attenuation
distribution.

MethodsofTCF dataacquisitionon SPECT camerasare
used to acquire transmission and emission data either at
separatepoints in time (sequentialscanning)or at the same
time (simultaneous scanning). Neither of these methods is
ideal and each has unique advantages and problems. Si
multaneous acquisition can result in contamination of
transmissionand/or emissiondata by improperly detected
photons. Sequential transmission/emissionacquisition can
increase scan time and misregistration of transmission and
emission data may present problems. Use of a line trans
mission source and rotatable air-copper-lead attenuators
allows TCT data acquisition before, after or interlaced with
the SPECT acquisition. The misregistrationproblem is al
leviated only if TCT acquisition is interlaced, or obtained
simultaneously, with the SPECF acquisition. Unless the
simultaneous acquisition mode is used, scan time will be
increased. In this paper we describe a fast, sequential
method for acquiringTO.' data.

The primarypurposeof this investigationis to show that
a line source and rotatable air-copper-leadattenuators are
capable of obtaining accurate attenuation maps for nonum
form attenuation compensation in SPECT. The rotatable

We descnbea techniqueusinga linesourceand a rotatable
ar-copper-lead assembly to acquire gamma transmissioncorn
putedtornographic(I@CT)datafor determiningattenuationmaps
to compensate SPECT emission scans. The techniquemini
muzesproblemsassociatedwithdiscriminating @1ctransrnis
sion and 201@flemissionphotonsand requiresonlya modest
increase in total study time. A @1cline source and a stacked
foil (â€œmuftislatâ€•)collimator are placed near the focal line of a
fan-beam collimator (114 cm focal length) mounted on one de
tector of a triple-cameraSPECTsystem.We acquiredTCT data
ofplasticrodandanthropomorphicthoraxphantomstoinvesti
gatethe capabilityof the linesourceand rotatablear-copper
leadattenuatorsto determineattenuationmaps.Thedatawere
acquired with and without 5.4 MBq (145 MCi)of 2OFflp@@Jin
the myocardialchamber of the thorax phantom. Phantomsalso
werescannedusingacurvedtransmissionslabsourcemounted
to a parallel-holecollimator.Fan-beamTCT imageshaveim
proved resolution compared with parallel-beamTCT images.
Two patient scans also were performedto evaluatethe dinical
usefulnessof fan-beamTCT.The rotatablear-copper-leadat
tenuatormethodeliminatescOntaminatiOnof emissiondataby
transmissionphotonsand reducesspill-overof emissiondata
intothe transmissionenergywindowfor some cases. Results
show the feaalblhityof using fast, sequentialor interlacedtrans
missionscansofalinesourcewithinarotatablear-copper-lead
attenuator assembly to obtain accurate attenuation maps for
SPECTaftenuaboncompensation.
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ransmissionimaging provides useful additional infor
mation for attenuation compensation in single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT). In the mid
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FIGURE 1. SketchofFB-TCTacquisition
system.Anenlargedsketchofrotatableair
copper-lendassemblyand mulfislatcollirna
tor is shown on the left.

air-copper-lead attenuator method is evaluated using a
plastic â€œcoldâ€•rod phantom and an anthropomorphictho
rax phantom. Fan-beam (FB) TCF data are acquired using
a @Fc-filledline source and comparedwith reconstructed
TCT images obtained with parallel-beam TCF. Fan-beam
TCT reconstructed images are obtained with and without
201Tl activity in the myocardial chamber of the thorax
phantom.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

S_ O@w
TheFB-TCFsystemhasthefollowingmajorcomponents:

1. A resealableand fillable line sourcecontainingan appropri
ategammaemitter.

2. A rotatableair-copper-leadattenuatormechanismthat al
lows air, lead or copper to be positionedbetween the line
source and the object being scanned.

3. A stacked multifoil (â€œmultislatâ€•)lead collimatorthat is po
sitionedclose to the linesource.

4. A long, focal-lengthfan-beam collimator that is placed on
theopposingscintillationcamera.

5. The opposing large field-of-view scintillationcamera.

The maincomponentsare shown in the sketch(Fig. 1) of the
FB-TCT system mounted on our triple-camera SPECF scanner.

Une Source and Rotatable Mr-COpper-Lead Attenuator
Aa@

Thelinesourceassemblyhasa 27-cmlongstainlesssteeltube
(1.0-mm inside diameter). The tube is filledwith radioactivity and
both ends are sealed using specially designed caps equipped with
small0-rings.Thelinesourceis similarto thelinesourcesusedin
a commerciallyavailablePET-NEMAphantom(DataSpectrum
Corp., Hillsborough, NC). For the collimated TCT studies pre
sented here, the line source was typically filledwith about 1110to
7030 MBq (30â€”190mCi)of@â€•Tc. After filling, the line source was
placed on the central axis of the rotatable air-copper-lead attenu

atorassembly, which has accuratelymachinedrecesses matching
theoutsidediameterof thelinesourcesealingcaps.Designof the
rotatableair-copper-leadattenuatorassemblyallowsthesourceto
be easily and quickly removed for filling or replacement with
anotherlinesourcecontaininga differentradionucide.A photo
graph of the rotatable air-copper-leadattenuator assembly is
shown in Figure 2.

Thetwomainpurposesof therotatableair-copper-leadatten
uators are: (1) to provide a means to position (and remove) se
lected gammaray attenuators between the line source and the
object being scanned; and (2) to provide a shielded enclosure for
thelinesource(exceptinthedirectionofthe ot@ectbeingscanned
whenthe airor copperattenuatoris positionedbetweenthe line
sourceandtheobject).

Thecriticalcomponentof the rotatableair-copper-leadatten
uatorassemblyis the rotatingslottedcylinder.Thisslottedcopper
cylinderis mountedbetweentwo radialbearingsand has six

FiGURE2. Photographof probtypeFB-TCTrotatablesW-cop
per-lendassembly.Thel'mesource(shownInfrontoftheassembly)
is mountedalongcentrala,dsof the rotatableair-copper-leadas
sembly.
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annularsectors (Fig. 1). Four sectors (50 degrees each) are made
of copperhavingdifferentthicknesses.Onesector(50degrees)is
made oflead laminatedto the copper supportingcylinder (Fig. 1)
andtheremainingsector(110degrees)is theopenslot. Thefour
copper sectors attenuate 140keVgammaraysby factorsof about
2, 4, 8 and 16. These attenuators are used to decrease the line
sourceintensityto simplifytheacquisitionof referenceFB image
(i.e., data acquiredwhen the patient is not present). Use of atten
uatorsreducestheeffectsofsystemdeadtimeandpileupthatmay
degrade the acquisitionof the reference image.The lead sector
attenuates the line sourceby a factor of more than 4 million.

During acquisition of FB-TCT projectional data, the rotatable
air-copper-leadattenuatorassemblywas positionedwiththe open
slot between the line source andthe patient. Duringacquisitionof
SPECF emission data, the rotatable air-copper-leadattenuator
assemblywas positioned with the lead attenuator between the line
source and the patient.For most studiespresentedhere, the
referenceimagewasObtainedshortlyafteractualFWTCFacqui
sition using the copper attenuatorthat attenuates 140keV gamma
rays by a factor of 4. Generally, counting rates for the FB-TCF
scans were similarto countingrates for the referencescan.

MultiSlat Collimator for Source
Themajorpurposesof themultislatcollimatorare:(1)to dim

inate gamma rays that have been emitted in directions inappro
priatefor FB-TCF acquisition;(2) to reduce radiationdose to the
patient;and(3)toreducethenumberofpatient-scatteredphotons
that are detected. The multislatcollimatorhas 0.25-mmthick lead
foils that have been glued to 1-mm thick spacers made of Rohacell
(RohmTech, Inc., Malden,MA),which is a specialgammaray
transparent foam having highly uniform thickness. The multislat
collimatorhas alternatinglayersof leadfoilplatesandRohacell
spacer plates. The planes of the lead foil plates and the Rohacell
spacer plates are perpendicularto the axis of rotation. Each Ro
hacellspacerplatehasthesameheightandthicknessas the lead
foil plates with a height of 4.5 cm and a width of 7.6 cm.

Fan-Siam CollImator for Opposing ScIntillation
c@mera

The two mainpurposesof the fan-beamcollimator(Nuclear
Fields, Inc., Des Plaines, IL) mountedon the scintillationcamera
opposite the line source, are: (1) to reduce the detection of patient
scattered gamma rays; and (2) to provide collimation for trans
mission and emission gamma rays. The fan-beam collimator has a
focal length of 114 cm (to crystal side) and hexagonal holes. The
TCF fan-beam collimator has a geometric sensitivity of 270
(counts/sec)/MBq(l0(counts/sec)/@) at10cmfromthecoffima
tor surfaceanda geometricresolution(FWHM)of 10mm at 10cm
fromthecollimatorsurface.

A low-energy,ultra-resolution(LEUR)parallel-holecollimator
was used with the collimated curved slab source to obtain parallel
beamTCF data. This collimatoralso was used to acquirethe
SPECFdata.TheLEURparallel-holecollimatorhasa geometric
sensitivity of 81 (counts/sec)/MBq (3 (counts/sec)/pCi) and a geo
metricresolution(FWHM)of6.2 mmat10cmfromthecollimator
surface.

P@ms
Toevaluatetotalsystemresolution,a plasticrodphantomwas

scannedusingthetransmissionlinesourceassemblyandcurved
slab source. The plastic â€œcoldâ€•rodphantom(Deluxe Model5000,
DataSpectrumCorp.,Hillsborough,NC)hasa circularcylinder
(22 cm outside diameter) containing six sets of plastic (methyl
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FIGURE3. Photographofthesmaflerthoraxphantomconsisting
ofanellIpticalcylinderwithanthrOpOmOrphicheart,lungandspine
inserts.Thelargerthoraxphantomwasconstiuctedbyp@ng we
ter-filledbags around the petipheryof this phantomto increase
overalldin@ensionsandsimulatebreasttissue.

methacrylate)rods havingdifferentdiameters.The rod diameters
are 4.8, 6.4, 7.9, 9.5, 11.1 and 12.7 mm. The center-to-center
spacingbetweenthe rodsis equalto twice the diameterof the
rods. The rods are 8.8 cm long and are arranged in six â€œpie
shapedâ€•sectors within the cylindrical phantom, which is filled
with air. The plasticcylinderhas a wall thicknessof approxi
mately3 mm. The phantomis placedin an aluminumcradle
(3-mmthickwall)duringtheacquisitionof TC1'data.

An anthropomorphic thorax phantom (Data Spectrum Corp.,
Hillsborough, NC) was also used to evaluate the transmission CF
system. The phantom is shown in Figure 3 and has an effiptical
cylinder (32 cm x 23 cm) containing two lung inserts, a Teflon
spineanda cardiacinsert.The Teflonspineconsistsof a solid
cylinder 3.8 cm in diameter by 16.5 cm in length. The two lung
inserts contain styrofoam beads and are filled with water to sim
ulate the density of lung tissue. For the studies presented here,
water and bead volumes were adjusted for each lung chamber to
obtain a density of approximately 0.3 gm/cm3. The cardiac insert
contains a ventricle chamber and a myocardialchamber. Each
chambermaybe filledseparatelywithwatercontainingactivity.
Thisphantomis referredto as the â€œsmallâ€•thoraxphantom.To
simulate a larger patient and to investigate the effects of trunca
tion, we added water-filled bags around the periphery of this
phantomto increase its dimensions to approximately38 cm x 26
cm.Wealsoaddedwater-filledbags(500-mi)to simulatebreast
tissue.Thisphantomis referredto as the â€œlargeâ€•thoraxphantom.
Forthisinvestigationwe filledthemyocardialchamberwithac
tivity.

Patient Studlas
Two femalepatientswho were scheduledto have myocardial

SPECT studies were scanned using the TCF system prior to their
myocardial studies. Informed consent was obtained prior to the
study using a protocol approved by the Institutional Review
Boardof the medicalcenter. The firstpatientweighed140lb and
was 5 ft 6 in. tall Therewas littletruncationof the transmission
projectionfor this patientStudy.The secondpatientweighed114
lb andwas 4 ft 11 in. tall.The transmissiondatawere severely
truncated for the second patient study. For the first patient, the
transmission data were acquired prior to injection of the SPECF
radiopharmaceutical. For the second patient, FB-TCF data were



acquired after injection of @Â°â€œfland immediately prior to the
SPECFStudy.

TCT Data Acquisition
TheTCFandSPECFdataweretransferredusingourdepart

mentalEthernet networkto a Stellar051000 (StardustComput
ers, Inc., Newton,MA)andSunSparcstation-2computers(Sun
Microsystems, Inc., Mountain View, CA) for image reconstruc
tionanddataanalysis.The followingTCTandSPECFacquisi
tionswereobtained:

1. Parallel-beamandFB-TCFscansof thecoldrodphantom.
2. A parallel-beamTCF scan of the small thorax phantom.
3. An uncollimated63-cmfocal length (measuredfrom the

ciystalsurface)FB-TCFscanofthesmallthoraxphantom.
The 63-cmfocal lengthrefersto the distanceof the line
source to the ciystal surface of the opposed scintillation
camera, which did not have a collimator mounted on it. In
this case, the multislice fan-beam geometiy is determined
by the line source and the multislat collimator placed di
reedy beneath the line source.

4. Two (120 and 750 sec) FB-TCT scans of the small thorax
phantomwithout @Â°â€œflradioactivityin the myocardial
chamber.

5. A FB-TCF scans of the small thorax phantom with and
without @â€œflradioactivity in the myocardial chamber.

6. A FB-TCFscan of the largethoraxphantomwith 201'fl
radioactivity in the myocardial chamber.

7. A parallel-beamSPEC!' scan of the large thorax phantom
with @â€˜11radioactivityin themyocardialchamber.

8. FB-TCFscans of the first femalepatientwith no radioac
tivity in the myocardial chamber.

9. FB-TCF scansof the secondfemalepatientwith @Â°â€˜Tl
radioactivity in the myocardial chamber.

10. Parallel-beamSPECFscansof secondfemalepatientwith
@1.nradioactivity in the myocardial chamber.

Typically, data were acquired using an acquisition matrix size
of 128x 128and3-degreeangularsamplingwithstep-and-shoot
gantiy motion through a complete 360-degree angular range. A
fewscanswere alsoacquiredusingcontinuousgantiy rotation.A
15%centeredenergywindow(130keV Ey 151keV)wasused
fortheTCFacquisitions.Forthe @Â°â€˜T1SPECTscan, theenergy
window ranged from approximately 60 to 80 keV. Additional
acquisition parameters are presented in Table 1. Filtered backpro
jection algorithms were used to reconstruct the TCF and SPECF
images.

Thesmall-thoraxphantomwasscannedbothwiththefan-beam
TCF geometiy and with a parallel-beam TCF geometry, which
consistedofacollimatedcurvedslabsourceandahigh-resolution,
parallel-holecollimator(5,9) mounteddirectlyunderthe slab
source. For the parallel-beam TCT acquisition, use ofa collimated
curved slab source resulted in a 40-cm field-of-view (FOV) and
adequate clearance to scan the thoraxphantom. The curved trans
missionsource(containingabout220MBq/axialcm(5.9mCi/axial
cm)of @â€˜Fc)wasmountedbetweentwoscintillationcamerasof
the triple-head SPECF system. The LEUR parallel-hole collima
torwas placedon the thirdscintillationcamera.

ToshoweffectsoftruncatedprojectionsonTCFimagequality,
thesmallthoraxphantomwas scannedwiththe linesourceposi
tionedat 63cm fromthe crystal surfaceof the opposingscintilla
tioncamera,whichdidnot havea collimator(scanno. 3, listed
above). In this case, the multislice fan-beam geometiy is deter

minedby the line sourceandthe multislatcollimator,whichis
placeddirectlybeneaththe linesource.

The 114-cmfocallengthfan-beamcollimatorwas thenplaced
on the scintillation camera and the line source was positioned at
110cm fromthe crystal surface. Before mountingthe line source,
we machineda rectangularopeninginthesidecoverpanelsof the
triple-camerasystem. These openingsprovideadequateclearance
to mountthe linesourceat 110cm. Furthermodificationof the
gantry would be necessary to position the line source exactly at
the 114-cmfocal line of the fan-beamcollimator.Althoughthe
110-cm location is not optimal, we found that gamma ray intensity
was adequate,evenat theedgesof theFOV.

The @Fcactivityinthelinesourcerangedbetween30and60
MBq/axial cm (0.8 and 1.6 mCi/axial cm). Several FB-TCF scans
of the smallandlargethoraxphantomswereacquired.Fortwo
scans (120 and 750 sec total scan times), no 201'fl activity was
placedin the myocardialchamberof the thoraxphantoms.For
two scans of the thorax phantoms(750sec total scan time), 5.4
MBq (145 lhCi) were placed in the myocardial chamber.

The rotatableair-copper-leadattenuatorassemblywas then
closed (i.e., the lead attenuatorwas placedbetweenthe line
sourceandthe thoraxphantom)and a @Â°@TlSPECFscan was
performed(360-degreeacquisitionand a total scan time equal to
1440 sec). Only the two cameras having ultra-high resolution
(LEUR), parallel-hole collimators were used for the SPECF ac
quisition.However,we usedthedataacquiredwiththefan-beam
collimatortoestimateamountof spilloverof@Â°1Tlphotonsintothe

@Tcwindow which was used for the TCF scans. The first eight
projectional views were quantitatively evaluated by determining
the countingratewithinregionsof interests(ROIs)that corn
pletely encompassed the projectionofthe hearton the scintillation
cameraequippedwiththe fan-beamcollimator.TheseROldata
were used to estimate the number of @Â°@Tlphotons emitted from
the heartthatwere detectedwithinthe @â€œ@Tcenergywindow.
ThesedatawerecomparedwithsimilarROldataobtainedfrom
theFB-TCFscans(withno @Â°â€œflactivityintheheart).Theselatter
ROIdatawereusedto determinethe numberof @@Fcphotons
(fromthe line source) thatwere detected within the @â€œFcenergy
windows. This analysis indicated that the @â€œflspillover was only
about1%of the true @â€˜@Tcphotonsemittedby thetransmission
linesource.Sinceonlya veiy smallnumberof @Â°@Tlphotonswere
detected in the @â€˜@â€˜Fcenergy window, no attempt was made to
subtractthese 20111photonspriorto reconstructingthe @â€œTc
TCF images.

Afterclosing the rotatableair-copper-leadattenuatorassembly,
we observedthata few photonsemittedfromthe rotatableair
copper-lead attenuatorassembly still reached the opposing san
tillationcamera. We assumed that these photons were scattered
by the two copper sectors that were adjacent to the 50-degree lead
sector.Thus,fortheSPEC!'acquisition,thesescatteredphotons
wereeliminatedby placinga 6.4-mmthickleadsheetunderthe
multislat collimator. To eliminate these photons in the future, we

haveredesignedtherotatableair-copper-leadattenuatorassembly
by doing away with one copper sector and increasing the angular
extent ofthe remainingleadandcopper sectors from50 degreesto
62.5 degrees.

Image Reconstruction
The measuredtransmissiondatawere convertedto lineinte

grals of linear attenuation by taking the natural logarithm of the
ratio of the incident reference image to the measured TCF pro
jectional data. Before taking the logarithm, the reference image
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TABLE 1
TCTDataAcquisitionParameters

was scaledto accountfordifferencesintheacquisitionprocedure
between it and the TCT data. The scaling accounted for differ
ences in acquisition time, deadtime, radioactive decay and the
effect of attenuationof the reference image by the copper alien
uator.

TCF and SPECF data (360-degreedata acquisitions)were re
constructed using filtered backprojection algorithms. A 128 x 128
(3.6-mm pixel size) matrix was used. Generalized Hans ifiters
having cut-off frequencies between 0.5 cycle/cm and 1.0 cycle/cm
were used. Typically,lowercut-offfrequencieswere usedwith
lowercountdensityTCFdata,whilehighercut-offfrequencies
were used with highercount density TCT data. A rampfilterwas
used for the TCT reconstructed images of the cold rod phantom.

Adjacentreconstructedslices were addedto reduce image
noise. Generally, the displayed slice thicknesswas equal to 11 mm
forTCFimagesof thethorax,and7 cmfortheTCFimagesof the
coldrodphantom.

A similarreconstructionprotocolwasusedfortheSPECTdata
of the thorax phantom. However, attenuationcompensationwas
doneusinga singleiterationChangalgorithm(16)thatwas mod
ified to incorporate a nonuniform attenuation map (1Z 13). Three
sets of SPECF images were reconstructed with: (1)no attenuation
compensation;(2) uniformattenuationcompensationusing an
assumedlinearattenuationcoefficientequalto 0.15cm'; and (3)
attenuationcompensationusingthe nonuniformmapmeasured

with FB-TCF. The TCT-measuredattenuationvalues measured
withtheFB-TCFscanwereusedtocorrectthe @Â°@11SPECFdata.
The measured attenuationvalues were not scaled to account for
the energy difference between the transmission and emission
sources. To account for scatter in the @Â°@Tlemission data, no
scalingwas performed.Althoughreconstructedattenuationval
ues using the @Tcline source were inappropriatelysmall for
narrow-beam linear attenuation coefficients at the @Â°â€˜Tlenergy,
fortuitously, they were reasonablefor broad-beamcoefficients at
this energy (broad-beamimplyingthe detection of scatterevents).
A similarapproachto accountfor scatterwith @â€˜Tcwas used
previously (17).

Determination of Unear Attenuation Coefficients
To findthevaluesforthelinearattenuationcoefficients,ROIs

were drawnon reconstructedTCTimagesof the thoraxphantom.
WeusedthesoftwareprogramSPECTERto displayimagesand
obtain RO! values. Several ROIs were used to sample lung, soft
tissue and spinalregions. Typically, each ROl containedabout50
pixels, although smaller ROIs were used for the spinal region.
ROIvaluesweredeterminedwith,andwithout2OFflin themyo
cardial chamber. ROl results were also obtained from TCT recon
structed images using reference images that were measured with
and without (â€œin-airâ€•)a copper attenuator.

The TCT-measured attenuation coefficients were compared
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Transmission CT

Fan Beam Parallel Beam

Three different TCT scans of the thorax phantom are
presented in Figure 5. The transmission projections were
reconstructed using an image matrix size of 128 x 128 x
128. The same generalized Hann ifiter having a cut-off
frequency equal to 1.4 cycles/cm was used to reconstruct
the parallel-beam,the short focal length fan-beamand the
long focal lengthfan-beamdata. The same fan-beamrecon
struction algorithm was used to reconstruct all three data
sets. The parallel-beamTCF image was reconstructed by
setting the focal length equal to 9999 cm in the fan-beam
reconstruction program.

Theshort(63cm)focallengthfan-beamscanhaslarge
artifacts caused by truncated projections. These artifacts
have been nearly eliminated in the TCF image obtained
using the longer (110 cm) focal length scan. The 110-cm
FB-TCF reconstructed image is similar in appearance to
the parallel-beamTCT image; however, the longer focal
length FB-TCT image shows improved spatial resolution
and less noise compared with the parallel-beamTCF im
age. Horizontal profflesdrawn throughthe central portion
of the FB-TCF images and the parallel-beamTCF image
are shown in the lower portion of Figure 5. The reduction
in noise in the FB-TCF image results from the increased
number of transmission photons detected with the line
source fan-beam collimator geometty compared with the
number of photons detected with the slab source parallel
hole collimatorgeometiy. The heartinsert is not visualized
in these TCF reconstructed images since the ventricle and
myocardial chambers are filled with water, which has the
samedensity as the surroundingwater tissue.The Teflon
spine is clearly visualized.

The FB-TCF reconstructedimagesobtained usingtotal
acquisition time intervals of 120 and 750 sec are shown in
Figure 6. The cut-off frequency of the reconstruction filter

FIGURE4. Fan-beamandparallel-beamTCTreconstructedIm
ages of the cold plasticrod phantom.The FB-TCTimageshows
improvedimagequalitycomparedw@ithe parallel-beamTCT im
age.

withnarrow-beamvalues.Thesenarrow-beamcoefficientswere
measuredusinga well-collimated(narrow-beam) @â€œTctransmis
sion source and known thicknesses of water, lung and spinal
material.A 15-mmthickPb sheet with a 7-mmdiameterhole
drilled through it was placed on the collimator surface. A second
8-mm thick Pb disk with a 2-mm diameter hole drilled through it
was placed13cm abovethesurfaceof thefirstPbsheet.A third
13-mm thick Pb disk with a 2-mm diameter hole drilled through it
was placed19mmabovethe surfaceof the seconddisk.A 925-
MBq (25 ma) @Tcsource (approximately 4 mm in diameter)
was positioneddirectlyabove the hole in the thirddisk. The
centersof allthreeholeswerepositionedto fallona linethatwas
perpendicularto the collimator surface. A scintillation camera
was usedto detectthetransmittedgammarays,anda lowcount
ing rate (less than 1 kcounts/sec) was used to minimizedead-time
losses. The energy window ranged from 130 keV to 150 keV.
Samplesofwater or â€œsofttissueâ€•(7.8cm thick),Teflonor â€œbone
tissueâ€•(8.8 cm thick) and water-filledstyrofoam beads â€œlung
tissueâ€•(13.1 cm thick) were placed between the first and second
Pbdisks.A 9 cm x 9 cm ROlwas usedto determinethe trans
mitted source intensity. The â€œinairâ€•reference source intensity
was alsomeasuredwithonlyairbetweenthefirstandsecondPb
disk. Backgroundcounting rates were measured and were found
to be less than 03% of the counting rates measuredwith the
sourcepresent.Ten independentmeasurementswere madefor
eachmaterial.Thesemeasurementswereusedto determinethe
average narrow-beamlinear attenuation coefficients and corre
spondingstandard deviations.

RESULTS

The parallel-beamand fan-beamTCT reconstructedim
agesof the cold rod phantomare shownin Figure 4. These
images were reconstructed using a fan-beamifiteredback
projection algorithm with a ramp ifiter. The thin aluminum
cradle (3 mm thick) used to support the phantom is seen
surrounding the lower portion of the cylindrical phantom.
Plastic support rods (6.4 mm diameter) are seen in the
center of the imageand in regionsbetween the six sectors.
This image shows that high-resolution TCF images can be
obtained using the transmission line source assembly. All
six sectors of the cold rod insert are clearly visualized in
the FB-TCT images, but only five sectors arevisualized in
the parallel-beamTCF image.

FiGURE5. Fan-beamandparailsi-beamTCTreconstructedIm
ages of the thorax phantom.The 63-cm FB-TCT reconsfructed
image (center)demonstratessubstantialtruncationartifacts.The
110-cmFB-TCTreconstructedImageQeft@hasalmostnotruncation
artifactsandshowsknpmvedImagequalty comparedw@the pa@
alibi-beam TCT reconstructed in@age(rI@it@.
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Fan Beam TCT

I

FiGURE 8. Fan-beamTCT reconstructedtransadalslicesofthe
firstfemale patient The abs, vertebra and spinal column are visual
izedinthewindoweddisplayshownonthenght

are vely similar. Since there was less line source activity in
the image acquired with @Â°â€˜11activity than in the image
acquired without 20111activity (Table 1), the noise level is
somewhat higher for the image with @Â°@Tlactivity present.
Horizontal profiles drawn through the central region of
images are shown at the bottom of Figure 7.

A FB-TCI.'image of the first female patient is shown in
Figure 8. For the image shown on the right, the data were
windowed to increase the displayed image contrast. The
ribs, vertebra and spinal column are more clearly visual
ized with the windowed display.

The effect of nonuniformattenuationon SPECF cardiac
imaging was evaluated with the larger thorax phantom and
with the second patient scans. These data are shown in
Figures 9 and 10, respectively. The FB-TCT images shown
in the upper right corner of these figures demonstrate the
effect of truncation. The upper row of proffles has been
normalized independently. The lower row of proffles has
been nonnalized to the peak value obtained when a urn
form attenuation map (i.e., constant linear attenuation co

FiGURE 9. Fan-beamreconstructedTCTtransadalslice(upper
right) and horizontallong axis SPECT heart slices of the larger
thorax phantom. Effect of transmission data truncation Is VISUalIZed
in the TCTimage.Upperprofileshave been nOrmalIZedindepen
dently.Lowerprofileshavebeennormalizedto peakvalueof profile
obtainedusinga uniformattenuationmap.TheSPECTimagere
constructedusinga nonuniformattenuationmaphasfewerartifacts
and lessdistortioncomparedwith the othertwo reconstructions.

- -- -- _ â€” i
Correction Atten. Map Atten. Map

FIGURE7. FB-TCTreconstructedimagesofthethoraxphantom
wffli, and without,20111activIty in the myocardialchamber.The
FB-TCT images are @ieiysimilar.
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120 Seconds 750 Seconds

FiGURE 6. FB-TCT reconstructedimagesacquiredwithtwo dii
brent acquisitiontime intervals.

was lower for the 120-sec image than the cut-off frequency
for the 750-sec image. Withthe same cut-off frequency, the
120-sec image would have increased noise, but it still may
provide an acceptable attenuation map for SPECF nonum
form attenuation.

Fan-beam-TCF reconstructed images of the thorax
phantom acquired with and without @Â°â€˜11activity in the
myocardial chamber are shown in Figure 7. The ratio of
20111photons that were detected in the @Tcenergy win
dow to the 140 keV photons that were detected in this
energy window was approximately 87:1. This ratio was
determined from the projection data using appropriately
placed ROIS. Only a vety small number of @Â°@Tlphotons
were detected in the @Tcenergywindow, comparedwith
the number of @Tcphotons detected in this window.
Because of this vety small number, a subtraction compen
sation was not required.The two images shown in Figure7

Without 201T1 With 201T1
in heart in heart
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TCT0.050 Â±0.002'0.152 Â±0.0060.279 Â±0.005Fan-beam
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@1@fl(air@ca
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@111(copper
aftenuato@Fan-beam
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@Â°i1(copperattenuator)*Mean

Â±s.d.
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FIGURE 10. Fan-beamreconstructedTCT
transaxialslice (upperright) and horizontallong
axisSPE@Theartslicesofsecondfemalepatient.
Efect oftransmisslondatatrUncatiOnISVisUaliZed
in the TCT Image. Upper profileshave been nor
malizedindependently.Lowerprofileshavebeen
normaliZedto peakvalueof profileobtainedusing
a uniformattenuationmap.

efficient) was used to compensate for attenuation. The
profiles were determined by summing the counts within the
vertical markers. The left-to-right direction in the proffles
correspondsto the top-to-bottom direction in the images.
The lower row of profiles more realistically demonstrates
the quantitativeeffects of the three differentreconstruction
methods. The horizontal long-axis SPECT images recon
structed using the nonuniform attenuation map are quali
tatively and quantitatively improved compared with the
other two images. In this initialevaluation, no attemptwas
made to compensate for truncation of transmissiondata.
Withoutattenuationcompensation, the reconstructedpixel
values are markedly reduced compared with the values
observed in the other two images. Use of a uniform alien
uation map results in an overcompensation. The general
shape of the long axis slice through the heart phantom is
distorted in the absence of nonuniform attenuation com
pensation.

Measured linear attenuation coefficients are shown in
Table 2. The measuredvalues obtained with the parallel
beam and fan-beam TCT reconstructed images agree well
with the values obtained using narrow-beamtransmission

measurements. The linear attenuation coefficients mea
sured with and without @Â°â€˜11in the myocardial chamber are
veiy similar. Also, the values measured using the air ref
erence image agree well with the coefficientsmeasured
using the reference image obtained with the copper alien
uator positioned between the line source and the scintilla
tion camera. Some of the TCT-measured values appear
slightly lower than the narrow-beam values, particularly
the values measured in the spine region. It is possthle that
the slightly lower values measuredwith parallel-beamand
fan-beam TCF are the result of Compton scatter detected
within the TCT energy window.

DISCUSSION

Results of the phantom and patient studies show that
fast, sequential TCT scanning using a line source and ro
tatable air-copper-lead attenuator assembly provides im
proved image quality compared with parallel-beamTCT.
Fan-beamTCT has several practicaladvantagescompared
with parallel-beamTCT, particularlywhen used with tri
ple-camera SPECT systems. For parallel-beam TCF, the

TABLE 2
MeasuredAttenuationCoefficients
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curved slabsourcemustbe mountedbetween two adjacent
cameras; thus, these cameras cannot be used for simulta
neous SPECT acquisition. Fast sequentialTCT acquisition
is impractical with parallel-beamTCT. The curved colli
mated slab source must be mounted on the two uncoil
mated cameras to provide adequate patientclearance. The
source must be manually removed and the collimators re
placed before the SPECT study. The collimated slab
source must be filledwith a large amount ofradioactivity to
obtain adequate count densities within reasonable scan
times. Therefore, radiationexposure to technical support
personnel is increased. Also, since the slab source is large,
it is more difficult to shieldwhen it is not beingused.

Fan-beam TCT using a line source and a rotatable air
copper-lead attenuatorassembly overcomes many of these
practical problems. For example, since the assembly is not
mounted on or in front of a gamma camera, there is no
interferencewith the acquisition of SPEC!' data, and the
collimators do not have to be replaced before the SPECF
scan. The lead and copper attenuators can be quickly and
easily positioned. Line sources filled with different radio
isotopes may be interchanged conveniently. The shielded
rotatable air-copper-lead attenuator assembly provides a
useful storage location for the source when it is not being
used. Thus, radiation exposure to the technical support
personnel is minimized.

Some of these advantages are also possible with cone
beam TCF (6) using a point source. Only a small amount of
radioactivity is required with cone-beamTCF since an
uncollimated point source is used with this acquisition ge
ometiy. However, cone-beam TCF has inadequate axial
sampling which may produce artifacts in the reconstructed
image. Fan-beam TCF has adequate sampling in the axial
direction; thus, there are no artifacts produced in the re
constructedimagefor object locationsaway from the cen
tral plane. Both fan-beam and cone-beam TCT may result
in truncated projections when large patients are scanned.
However, Twig et al. (7) have found that though the TCF
reconstructed image is distorted for regions outside the
field-of-view, the attenuation factors are fairly accurate.

Twig et al. (7) used an iterative reconstruction algorithm
and a somewhat short 65-cm focal-length collimator. We
use a much longer focal length fan-beam collimator by
moving the detectors away during the fast sequential TCT
acquisition. With our FB-TCT geometiy, the maximum
useful field-of-view is about 32 cm. Therefore, we observed
very little truncation of transmission projection data when
imaging the smaller thorax phantom and the smaller pa
tient. For the largerthoraxphantomand the largerpatient,
transmission data were more severely truncated and arti
facts were observed in the TCT images. Further research is
required to determine whether methods can be developed
to minimize the importantproblems associated with trun
cated projections. It may be possible to extrapolate the
truncated data using body contour information. This infor
mation may be available from the parallel-beam SPECT
acquisition using a lower energy scatter window. The re

sulting TCT image may then be adequate for SPECF at
tenuationcompensation.Furthermore, it is possibleto use
iterative reconstruction algorithms to reduce truncation ar
tifacts (7,18), but these algorithms have a larger computa
tional burden compared with ifitered backprojection algo
rithms. In the future, triple-camera SPECT systems that
use largerfield-of-view scintillation cameras may become
available.Truncation of the projectionswould be less se
vere with these systems and it is anticipatedthat the quan
titative accuracy of the SPECT reconstruction would be
improved.

The effect of nonuniform attenuation on SPECT myo
cardial imaging depends on many factors including the size
and shape of the patientand the size, shape and location of
the myocardial defect. The acquisition protocol (e.g., 360
degrees versus 180 degrees) and the reconstruction algo
rithm can also influence the quantitative accuracy of the
SPECT image. Results presented here apply only to spe
cific source geometries used in this study. Further research
is required to determine if these techniques are appropriate
for other source geometries.

Use of nonuniform attenuation data quantitatively im
proved the SPECT scan of the myocardial chamber con
taming 201Tl.A study based on receiver operator charac
teristics (ROC) would help to decide the usefulness of
nonuniform attenuation in cardiac lesion detection. We are
planning to perform this ROC study soon.

The minimum scan time for the TCT acquisitionis de
termined mainly by counting rate and deadtime consider
ations. With a line source containing about 45 MBq/axial
cm (1.2 mCi/axial cm) of @Tcand with the 1-mm thick
RohacellÂ®@leadmultislat collimator, the countingrate was
about 20 kcounts/sec when scanning the thorax phantom.
When the phantom was removed, the counting rate was
about 25 kcounts/sec with the use of the copper attenuator
and about 100 kcounts/sec without the attenuator.Since it
shouldbe possibleto acquire TO.' data at counting rates
(per head) of at least 100 kcounts/sec, adequate count den
sities for a singleline sourceshouldbe possiblewith scan
times of about 2 mm. Even shorter scan times would be
possible if three line sources were used with all three heads
of a triple-camera system or if camera deadtimes were
reduced.

The specific activity for the @Tcline source used in this
study was about 2200 MBq/mI (60 mCi/mi). This activity
was obtained by using 10 ml of saline to elute the @Mo
generator. It is possible to obtain a specific activity of
about 24,000 MBq/m1(650 mCi/mi) by using a smaller vol
tune of 2â€”3ml to elute the generator. Since the line source
has a volume less than 0.5 ml, the higher specific activity
would greatly increase the transmission counting rates.
Therefore, either the scanning time could be markedly
decreased or the signal-to-noise ratio of the TCF recon
structed image could be improved. Of course, the scintil
lation camera and associated electronic circuitiy must be
capable of processing the high counting rates.

For the results presented here, the fan-beam collimator
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was used only for the acquisition of TCF data but it could
potentially be used to acquire improved SPECT data. We
have previously shown that converging-beamSPEC!' data
can be combined with parallel SPECF data (18). Thus,
SPECF data obtained using two fan-beam collimators
could be combined with SPECT data acquired with the
parallel-holecollimator mounted on the other scintillation
camera of the triple-camera system. This method would
avoid problems associated with truncationof the SPECT
projections. Alternatively, all three scintillation cameras
could be equipped with fan-beam collimators. This acqui
sition approachhas the potential to improve the quality of
both the SPECT and the TCF scans.

In this initial investigation, we made no effort to opti
mize the designof the multislat and fan-beamcollimators.
Optimal sensitivity and resolution characteristics for these
coffimators should be determined. Recently, Cao and Tsui
described an analysis of precollimation and postcollimation
for parallel-beamTCF (19). A similar analysis would be
useful for fan-beam TCF.

CONCLUSIONS

We describe a method to quickly and easily acquire the
TCF data needed to determine nonuniform attenuation
maps for SPECF attenuation compensation. The method
uses a line source and a rotatable air-copper-lead attenua
tor assemblyandminimizesproblemsassociatedwith
crosstalk between the transmission and emission data. The
nonuniform attenuation maps are used to compensate
SPECT phantomandpatientscans with @Â°â€˜Tlactivity in the
myocardial chamber. Qualitatively and quantitatively, the
SPECT images are improved using the nonuniform atten
uation data. With our present triple-camerasystem, trun
cation of the transmissiondatawas observedfor the larger
thorax phantom and the larger patient. Results indicate
that approaches should be considered to minimize effects
of truncation on SPECF reconstruction. One approach
would be to use a single larger field-of-view camera. A
secondpotentialapproachwould be to useSPECFscatter
window data acquired with parallel-hole collimators. Fur
ther research is requiredto decide the importanceof non
uniform attenuation compensation on SPECF lesion
detection in cardiac @Â°@Tlstudies. These results show the
feasibility of usingfast, sequentialtransmissionscansof a
line source mounted within a rotatable air-copper-lead at
tenuator assembly to obtain accurate attenuation maps.
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